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Welcome to the world of KNAUS! Discover our special models with 
attractive additional equipment highlights and a unique price-performance 
ratio. So that you can enjoy even more comfort on your travels.
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550 MF 650 MEG

4 5

Highlights
  2-3 Sleeping places
  2 Layouts
  FoldXpand rear construction

VAN TI (on Fiat)

CITY-SUITABLE
SPACE MIRACLE
As a VANSATION special model, the VAN TI offers 
numerous equipment highlights at an advantageous 
price. Thanks to the innovative KNAUS FoldXpand 
rear construction, it also offers the largest living 
space in its class with unique comfort details.

650 MEG. The characteristic VANSATION embroidered logo and  
COZY HOME package are eye-catching features in your VAN TI.

550 MF. The bed extension gives you even more room at the foot  
of the French bed.

650 MEG. The two-burner hob 
and large refrigerator mean you 
have everything you need for 
cooking.

550 MF. The longitudinal bathroom 
boasts a separate shower and large 
washbasin.

Motorisation as standard: 
FIAT Ducato 3,500 kg ** (103 kW / 140 hp);  
Front-wheel drive; Euro 6d-Final

Motorisation optional (650 MEG): 
FIAT Ducato 3,500 kg ** (132 kW / 180 hp);  
Front-wheel drive; Euro 6d-Final

Additionally included extras: 
(depending on floor plan)

  Front bumper painted in chassis colour

 16" tyres

 Alloy rims for standard tyres

 Passenger's seat height adjustment

 Steering wheel and gear knob in leather

 Steering wheel with controls for radio

  High-quality fitted seat covers for driver's/passenger's seat  
in KNAUS fabric stlye

 Front and side window blackout

 Fuel tank 90 ltr.

 Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors

 Radio preparation incl. 2 loudspeakers

 All-in-one navigation system

 Rear view camera incl. wiring

 Head-up display

 Insect screen door

  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 70 x 50 cm with insect screen and blackout, 
clear with lighting (bow)

  Hinged window in roof hood, with insect screen and blackout 
(bow)

 Bed extension in foot area, layouts with F-bed

 COZY HOME Package, colour selection PEACH

 TRUMA CP-Plus digital heating control panel

 Insulating hood waste water tank, heatable

 “bluuwater” water filter system

 USB socket in the rear (1 pc.)

 Atmospheric ambient lighting

 230 V SCHUKO socket, additional 1 pc. in kitchen

  Complete antenna system Oyster 60 Premium,  
Twin incl. 27" SMART-TV

 Pre-cabling for TV in the sleeping area

 TV holder

 Awning 305 x 250 cm, white (550 MF)

 MOT and registration document

 MediKit voucher *

 SilwyREADY

 Special foil graphics “VANSATION”

 KNAUS emblems front and rear, black/chrome

  Upholstery selection - Special upholstery: WINTER WHITE 
“VANSATION”

 Garage door 80 x 110 cm, left (650 MEG)

 Bed extension to a double bed (650 MEG)

 Awning 405 x 250 cm, white (650 MEG)

VAN TI VANSATION (ON FIAT)

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/vanti-vansation

French bed

Comfortable

single seat

Comfortable

galley kitchen

Spacious

longitudinal bathroom

Spacious

**  The declared weight is the technically permissible maximum laden 
mass. Further additional options as well as legal and technical 
information on the subject of “vehicle weights” can be found 
under configurator.knaus.com.
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640 MEG
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VAN TI (on MAN TGE)

Highlights
  2-3 Sleeping places
  1 Layout
  FoldXpand rear construction

EXCELLENT
DRIVING DYNAMICS
Thanks to the innovative FoldXpand rear construction 
& MAN TGE chassis, the VAN TI offers the same 
interior space with shorter external dimensions. With 
the special VANSATION model, you also get numerous 
highlights at an advantageous price.

640 MEG. Enjoy plenty of legroom in the seating area featuring a height-
adjustable pedestal table and exclusive VANSATION embroidered logo.

640 MEG. The single beds are not only comfortable to sleep in, but have 
plenty of storage compartments too.

640 MEG. A quick snack or a big 
meal – anything goes here.

640 MEG. The comfort bath boasts 
a number of clever features, like the 
swivelling wall.

VAN TI VANSATION (ON MAN TGE)

Motorisation as standard: 
MAN TGE 3,500 kg **; 2.0 l Euro 6d-Final; SCR; front-wheel-drive; 
6-speed-manual gearbox (103 kW/140 HP)

Motorisation optional: 
MAN TGE 3,500 kg **; 2.0 l Euro 6d-Final; SCR; front-wheel drive; 
8-speed automatic transmission (130 kW/177 HP)

Additionally included extras:

 Chassis in metallic paint: INDIUM GREY

 Front bumper in grey with painted frame in chassis colour

 Air conditioning "Climatic", manual

 Multifunction steering wheel (3 spokes)

 Chrome package interior

  High-quality fitted seat covers for driver's/passenger's seat  
in KNAUS fabric stlye

 Cab seats swivelling

 Cab darkening system EXKLUSIV

 Cruise control with speed limitation device

 Drowsiness Detection

 Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors

 Navigation system "MAN Media VAN Business Navigation"

 Digital radio reception (DAB+)

 Rear view camera incl. wiring

 Insect screen door

 Garage door 80 x 110 cm, left

  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 70 x 50 cm with insect screen and blackout, 
clear with lighting (bow)

 Hinged window in roof hood, with insect screen and blackout (bow)

 Bed extension to a double bed

 COZY HOME Package, colour selection PEACH

 TRUMA CP-Plus digital heating control panel

 Insulating hood waste water tank, heatable

 “bluuwater” water filter system

 USB socket in the rear (1 pc.)

 Atmospheric ambient lighting

 230 V SCHUKO socket, additional 1 pc. in kitchen

  Complete antenna system Oyster 60 Premium,  
Twin incl. 27" SMART-TV

 Pre-cabling for TV in the sleeping area

 TV holder

 MOT and registration document

 MediKit voucher *

 SilwyREADY

 17" alloy rims with tyres (original MAN)

 Plain sheet side walls, CAMPOVOLO GREY

 Special foil graphics “VANSATION”

 KNAUS emblems rear, black/chrome

  Upholstery selection - Special upholstery: WINTER WHITE 
“VANSATION”

 Awning 355 x 250 cm, anthracite

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/vanti-vansation

single beds

Spacious

with side seat

L-shaped bench

galley kitchen

Spacious

comfort bath

Well-designed

**  The declared weight is the technically permissible maximum laden 
mass. Further additional options as well as legal and technical 
information on the subject of “vehicle weights” can be found 
under configurator.knaus.com.
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650 MEG 700 LF

VAN TI PLUS PLATINUM SELECTION
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Highlights
   2-4 Sleeping places
  2 Layouts
  Optional all-wheel drive

STRIKING
EQUIPMENT PLUS
The dynamic all-rounder with that little bit extra.  
The VAN TI PLUS on VW CRAFTER inspires with 
unique manoeuvrability, maximum living comfort  
& a striking PLUS in driving dynamics.

650 MEG. Open lines of sight as well as a bright, welcoming interior 
create a pleasant atmosphere. 

650 MEG. The additional vent window and bed extension make the 
sleeping area a real haven of relaxation.

650 MEG. The kitchen has 
everything future Michelin-
starred chefs need to get 
creative.

650 MEG. The comfort bath boasts 
a well-lit mirror and numerous 
shelves.

Motorisation as standard: 
VW Crafter 35 3,500 kg **; 2.0 l TDI; Euro 6d-Final; SCR; 6-speed 
manual gearbox (103 kW/140 HP)

Motorisation optional 
VW Crafter 35 3,500 kg **; 2.0 l TDI; Euro 6d-Final; SCR; 8-speed 
automatic transmission (130 kW/177 HP) 

Additionally included extras: 
(depending on floor plan)

 Chassis in metallic paint: INDIUM GREY

 Front bumper in grey with painted frame in chassis colour

 Air conditioning “Climatic”, manual

 Multifunction steering wheel (3 spokes)

  High-quality fitted seat covers for driver's/passenger's seat  
in KNAUS fabric stlye

 Cab seats swivelling

 Cab darkening system EXKLUSIV

 Cruise control with speed limitation device

 Drowsiness Detection

 Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors

  Navigation system “Discover Media” including  
“Streaming & Internet” with 4 speakers

 Digital radio reception (DAB+)

 Rear view camera incl. wiring

 Body door: KNAUS PREMIUM

 Insect screen door

 Garage door 80 x 110 cm, left (650 MEG)

  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 70 x 50 cm with insect screen and blackout, 
clear with lighting (bow)

 Hinged window in roof hood, with insect screen and blackout (bow)

 Hinged window 70 x 40 cm, (rear left) (650 MEG)

 Bed extension to a double bed (650 MEG)

 TRUMA CP-Plus digital heating control panel

 “bluuwater” water filter system

 USB socket in the rear (1 pc.)

 230 V SCHUKO socket, additional 1 pc. in kitchen

 Atmospheric ambient lighting

  Complete antenna system Oyster 60 Premium,  
Twin incl. 32" SMART-TV

 TV holder

 Pre-cabling for TV in the sleeping area

 MOT and registration document

 MediKit voucher

 SilwyREADY

 17" alloy wheels “Lismore” with tyres, in silver (original VW)

 Plain sheet side walls, CAMPOVOLO GREY

 Special foil graphics “PLATINUM SELECTION”

 Upholstery selection: ACTIVE ROCK “PLATINUM SELECTION”

 Awning 355 x 250 cm, anthracite (650 MEG)

 Storage hatch 70 x 24 cm, left (700 LF)

 Bed extension in foot area, layouts with F-bed (700 LF)

 Awning 405 x 250 cm, anthracite (700 LF)

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/vanti-plus-platinum-selection

galley kitchen

Spacious

comfort bath

Well-designed

single seat

Comfortable

single beds

Spacious

VAN TI PLUS

**  The declared weight is the technically permissible maximum laden 
mass. Further additional options as well as legal and technical 
information on the subject of “vehicle weights” can be found 
under configurator.knaus.com.
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650 MEG 650 MF 700 MEG

SKY TI PLATINUM SELECTION
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Highlights
 2-6 Sleeping places
 3 Layouts
  FoldXpand rear construction

HEAVENLY EXTRAS
IN SERIE
State-of-the-art technology meets perfect 
equipment. The innovative FoldXpand rear 
construction & intelligent furniture geometry 
create even more living space.

650 MF. Enjoy the ample legroom in the generous seating area thanks to 
the height-adjustable pedestal table.

650 MF. The bed extension gives you even more room at the foot of the 
bed, while the set of fitted sheets is the perfect fit for the beds.

650 MF. Intelligently integrated 
& plenty of storage space for all 
your utensils.

700 MEG. Enjoy plenty of elbow 
room in the open bath.

Motorisation as standard: 
FIAT Ducato 3,500 kg ** (103 kW / 140 hp);  
Front-wheel drive; Euro 6d-Final

Motorisation optional: 
650 MEG, 650 MF: FIAT Ducato 3,500 kg ** (132 kW / 180 hp);  
Front-wheel drive; Euro 6d-Final
700 MEG: FIAT Ducato 4,000 kg **; 2.2 l 180 Multijet; front-wheel 
drive; Euro 6d-Final (130 kW/177 HP); 6-speed manual gearbox

Additionally included extras: 
(depending on floor plan)

 Spoiler lips (skid-plate) black

 Headlights in black frame

  Radiator grille painted black, with shiny black bar incl. 
chrome-plated trim elements

 Front bumper painted in chassis colour

 16" tyres

 Alloy rims for standard tyres

 Passenger's seat height adjustment

 Steering wheel and gear knob in leather

 Steering wheel with controls for radio

 Instrument panel in Techno design (aluminium)

  High-quality fitted seat covers for driver's/passenger's seat in 
KNAUS fabric stlye

 Front and side window blackout

 Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors

 Position lights of the hood in LED light guide technology

 All-in-one navigation system

 Rear view camera incl. wiring

 Head-up display

 Body door: KNAUS PREMIUM

 Insect screen door

 Garage door 80 x 110 cm, left (650 MEG, 700 MEG)

 Hinged window in roof hood, with insect screen and blackout (bow)

  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 70 x 50 cm with insect screen and blackout, 
clear with lighting (bow)

 Fabric blinds with bags in the bed area

 L-shaped seating group with telescopic single-column lifting table

 Bed extension to a double bed (650 MEG, 700 MEG)

  Fitted sheet set, precisely fitting for the mattress shape -  
for 2 beds (fixed beds)

 COZY HOME Package, colour selection PEACH

 TRUMA MonoControl CS (incl. gas filter)

 TRUMA CP-Plus digital heating control panel

 “bluuwater” water filter system

 USB socket in the rear (1 pc.)

 230 V SCHUKO socket, additional 1 pc. in kitchen

 Ambient lighting and kitchen back panel cladding

  Complete antenna system Oyster 60 Premium,  
Twin incl. 27" SMART-TV

 Pre-cabling for TV in the sleeping area

 TV holder

 Awning 405 x 250 cm, white

 MOT and registration document

 MediKit voucher *

 SilwyREADY

 Special foil graphics “PLATINUM SELECTION”

 KNAUS emblems front and rear, black/chrome

 Upholstery selection - Special upholstery: COLUMBO

 Bed extension in foot area, layouts with F-bed (650 MF)

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/skyti-platinum-selection

L-shaped bench

Comfortable

corner kitchen

Spacious

open bath

Exclusive

French bed

Comfortable

SKY TI

**  The declared weight is the technically permissible maximum laden 
mass. Further additional options as well as legal and technical 
information on the subject of “vehicle weights” can be found 
under configurator.knaus.com.
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640 MEG

VAN WAVE VANSATION
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Highlights
  4-5 Sleeping places
  1 Layout
  Standard lifting bed

Dagindeling NachtindelingDaytime floor plan Night floor plan

THE ALL-ROUNDER 
FOR FOUR
The all-rounder with lots of extra features and 
an exclusive design for a vansational price! In 
addition to 4 sleeping places, the VAN WAVE offers 
numerous assistance systems and a supremely 
smooth ride quality.

640 MEG. The TV is mounted in such a way that you can enjoy a clear 
view of it from the seating area or the lifting bed.

640 MEG. The generous headroom and wide, removable ladder make it 
incredibly easy to get in and out of the lifting bed.

640 MEG. Make the most of the 
spacious galley kitchen with 
plenty of room for cooking.

640 MEG. Maximum storage space. 
Everything neatly and securely 
stowed away.

Motorisation as standard: 
MAN TGE 3,500 kg **; 2.0 l Euro 6d-final, SCR, front-wheel drive, 
6-speed manual gearbox (103 kW/140 hp)

Motorisation optional: 
MAN TGE 3,500 kg **; 2.0 l Euro 6d-final, SCR, front-wheel drive, 
8-speed automatic transmission (130 kW/177 hp) 

Additionally included extras:

 Chassis in metallic paint: INDIUM GREY

 Front bumper in grey with painted frame in chassis colour

 Air conditioning “Climatic”, manual

 Multifunction steering wheel (3 spokes)

 Chrome package interior

  High-quality fitted seat covers for driver's/passenger's seat in 
KNAUS fabric stlye

 Cab seats swivelling

 Cab darkening system EXKLUSIV

 Cruise control with speed limitation device

 Drowsiness Detection

 Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors

 Navigation system “MAN Media VAN Business Navigation”

 Digital radio reception (DAB+)

 Rear view camera incl. wiring

 Insect screen door

 Garage door 80 x 110 cm, left

 Hinged window in roof hood, with insect screen and blackout (bow)

 Bed extension to a double bed

 COZY HOME Package, colour selection PEACH

 TRUMA CP-Plus digital heating control panel

 Insulating hood waste water tank, heatable

 “bluuwater” water filter system

 USB socket in the rear (1 pc.)

 Atmospheric ambient lighting

 230 V SCHUKO socket, additional 1 pc. in kitchen

  Complete antenna system Oyster 60 Premium,  
Twin incl. 27" SMART-TV

 Pre-cabling for TV in the sleeping area

 TV holder

 MOT and registration document

 MediKit voucher *

 SilwyREADY

 17" alloy rims with tyres (original MAN)

 Plain sheet side walls, CAMPOVOLO GREY

 Special foil graphics “VANSATION”

 KNAUS emblems rear, black/chrome

  Upholstery selection - Special upholstery: WINTER WHITE 
“VANSATION”

 Awning 405 x 250 cm, anthracite

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/vanwave-vansation

lifting bed

Easy-to-operate

with side seat

L-shaped bench

galley kitchen

Spacious

comfort bath

Well-designed

VAN WAVE

**  The declared weight is the technically permissible maximum laden 
mass. Further additional options as well as legal and technical 
information on the subject of “vehicle weights” can be found 
under configurator.knaus.com.
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540 ROAD 600 STREET 630 FREEWAY

BOXSTAR 60 YEARS

14 15

Highlights
  3-5 Sleeping places
  3 Layouts
  Wide variety of bed options

HOLIDAY JOY
IN 60-YEARS-LOOK
As an anniversary model, our comfortable BOXSTAR 
outdoes itself and offers unbeatable value for money 
in addition to attractive equipment.

600 STREET. The gooseneck reading lights ensure you can always see 
things clearly. A USB socket has also been incorporated.

630 FREEWAY. Two people can snuggle up in the single beds, while the 
overhead cabinets provide plenty of storage space.

540 ROAD. Practical features 
and plenty of room for cooking.

540 ROAD. Well thought-out down 
to the tiniest detail. Typical of our 
camper vans.

Enhance your 
vehicle with a 
COZY HOME 
package.

Motorisation as standard:  
540 ROAD, 600 STREET, 630 FREEWAY: 
FIAT Ducato 3,500 kg ** (132 kW / 180 hp);  
front-wheel drive; Euro 6d-Final

Motorisation optional: 
600 STREET, 630 FREEWAY: 
FIAT Ducato 3,500 kg ** MAXI (132 kW / 180 hp);  
front-wheel drive; Euro 6d-Final

Additionally included extras: 
(depending on floor plan)

 Chassis in special paint: CAMPOVOLO GREY

 Spoiler lips (skid-plate) black

 Headlights in black frame

  Radiator grille painted black, with shiny black bar incl.  
chrome-plated trim elements

 Front bumper painted in chassis colour

 16" tyres

 Alloy rims for standard tyres

 Passenger's seat height adjustment

 Steering wheel and gear knob in leather

 Steering wheel with controls for radio

 Instrument panel in Techno design (aluminium)

 Front and side window blackout

 Fog lights with cornering lights

 Fuel tank 90 ltr.

 Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors

 Reading spots in cab

 Radio preparation incl. 2 loudspeakers in living area

 All-in-one navigation system

 Rear view camera incl. wiring

 Head-up display

 Multifunctional bag in KNAUS design (kitchen block)

 Electrical entry step, 70 cm wide

 KNAUS emblems front and rear, black/chrome

 Gutter above sliding door with dimmable LED lighting

 TRUMA MonoControl CS (incl. gas filter)

 TRUMA CP-Plus digital heating control panel

 Insulating hood waste water tank, heatable

 “bluuwater” water filter system

 Lighting control

 Ambient lighting

 230 V SCHUKO socket, additional 1 pc. in the rear

  230 V SCHUKO socket, additional 1 pc. in front left-hand ceiling 
cabinet

 12 V power socket (1 pc.)

 Pre-cabling for solar and satellite systems

 Reading lamp gooseneck in seating area incl. USB socket

 Awning 325 x 250 cm, anthracite (540 ROAD)

 MOT and registration document

 MediKit voucher *

 SilwyREADY

 Special foil graphics “60 YEARS”

 Upholstery selection - Special upholstery: “60 YEARS”

 COZY HOME Package “60 YEARS”

 Floor mat set in driver's cab in “60 YEARS” design

 Awning 375 x 250 cm, anthracite (600 STREET)

 Awning 400 x 250 cm, anthracite (630 FREEWAY)

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/60years-sondermodelle

single beds

Spacious

single seat

Comfortable

compact kitchen

Space-saving

compact bathroom

Multi-purpose

BOXSTAR

**  The declared weight is the technically permissible maximum laden 
mass. Further additional options as well as legal and technical 
information on the subject of “vehicle weights” can be found 
under configurator.knaus.com.
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The prices stated are the manufacturer’s recommended retail prices. The stated prices include the applicable statutory value-added tax and, 
where applicable, other legally prescribed calculation factors or taxes, which may also be shown separately. Depending on the country, the 
listed prices do not include the costs for registration papers, delivery and transport unless expressly stated otherwise. Please consult your 
KNAUS dealer for details. We reserve the right to make technical changes insofar as they serve progress and remain within reason. Before 
purchasing, please also note the technical and legal information and notes in our configurator as well as in the current price list. You can 
find the current price list on our KNAUS website. The optional extras selected will increase the mass of the production vehicle. Comparison 
models: The comparison model is always the floor plan of the series. For the VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG PLATNUM SELECTION, for example, the 
comparison model is the VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG. Errors and misprints excepted. Images for illustrative purposes only.

*  A voucher for redeeming the medication set is enclosed with the vehicle. The medication set contains pharmacy-only medication. The 
voucher can therefore only be redeemed at the responsible MediKit mail-order pharmacy at www.medikit.shop. You can also obtain further 
information about your MediKit at www.medikit.shop.

Issue Date 12/2022

Discover many more caravans, motorhomes and camper vans in our 
current catalogues. Our special caravan models can be found in the 
separate brochure for special models.


